Hello Everyone!

Happy Spring! As you may have noticed, this is another double-month issue (March and April), which means there is twice the amount of fun, joy, stories, and much more! I know it has taken a bit longer to get these issues out, but do not worry! We are doing our very best to make sure that viewers like you will enjoy the content being shown here! Again, as always, we thank you for your support and have a happy spring!

-PCHS Pirate Page Crew
2019 Senior Hall of Fame

Wednesday, March 6, 2019

2019 Senior Hall of Fame Inductees

Alyssa Burchley
Zachary Catron
Marissa Cavalier
Chase Chambers
Tristin Clark
Hunter Cole
Christina Collins
Jordan Delcolle
Mitchell Derocher
Meghan Doherty
Valerie Ferguson
Matthew Goucher
Justin Harvey
Madison Imhoof
Marc Jean-Louis
Gabriel Khalio
Brandon Leacock
Melissa Leon Pons
Paige Moyer
Elizabeth Myers
Simon Nease
Madeleine Odenweller

Brooke Ollerenshaw
Zoe Ortiz
John Perez
Dawson Petrey
Faith Price
Amy Quinones-Padilla
Noah Reid
Alexandra Revelas
Isabella Reyes
Kiara Rodriguez
Sive Rowe
Sabrina Salovitz
Shannah Salovitz
McKenzie Stewart
Sarah Sutter
Emily Taylor
Tori Thompson
Alyssa Toth
Emily Vincent
Hunter Wilder
Seairra Yiengst
Maya Zwack
Senior Hall Of Fame
Senior Hall Of Fame
Senior Hall Of Fame
2019 Senior Hall Of Fame Honorary Inductee
(Coach Wilder)
PCHS Wins Southwest Florida Model UN Championship
For the 16th time in the past 21 years, the PCHS Model UN Academic Team won the Best School Delegation Award at the Southwest Florida Model UN Conference, topping several of the country's top teams.

That put the PCHS team's 2018-19 head to head record against high schools from across the country and the world at 145 wins against one loss, and that loss was avenged this week.

Winning First Place BEST DELEGATE GAVELS in their respective committees were: seniors Simon Nease, Zoe Ortiz, Maddy Odenweller and Logan Deveau, and junior Anna Belevitch.

Winning Second Place Outstanding Delegate Awards were Seniors Marc Johnson, Bana Jarrah, Megan Corn and Noah Reid, junior Carson McNamara, and sophomore Jordan Gulledge.

Megan Corn was awarded a $1,000 scholarship as the conference's Best First Year Senior Delegate.

Marc Johnson was awarded a $1,500 scholarship for career excellence.

And Seniors Maddy Odenweller, Logan Deveau and Simon Nease all receive $2,500 scholarships for career excellence.

That's three top conference championships this year led by our dynamic senior leaders.
Even pirates, before they attack another ship, hoist a black flag.

— Bela Kiraly —
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Sidewalk Chalk

Sidewalk Chalk Winners…

74 total wonderful sidewalk chalk works this year—
More than ever!

Judges' Awards:

Best Pirate Pride
#3 David and Jeff Yanni

Best "Your Art, Your Story"
#12 Sarah Duke and Nehemie Erasme

Best Masterwork Copy
#22 Siva Rowe and Nicolle Cuellar

Best Quality
#34 Jade Armstead and Zoe Williams

Quality Runner Up
#40 Valerie-Kaye Ferguson and Kathleen Thai

Best Original
Tyler Suares and Gabby Piccoli

PEOPLE's CHOICE AWARD:
Micah and Kaja Aiken
Sidewalk Chalk
PCHS Girls and Boys track and field teams competed in the Charlotte Invitational at Charlotte High School.

The girls team finished in 7th place out of 9 teams, with 44 points.

The boys team finished in 1st place out of 9 teams, with 137 points.

Here are some of the individual highlights:

**Girls:**

**Isabella Coogan** - 1st in the 1600m run (5:29.45) and 1st in the 3200m run (11:28.02, a new season best)

**Nicky Moss** - 2nd in the Long Jump (15’ 9”, a new Personal Record)

**Isabella Reyes** - 6th in the 400m run (65.10 seconds, a new PR)

**Tracyca Robillard** - 8th in 300m hurdles (56.47 seconds, a new PR by over 4 seconds!)

The 4x800 team finished 3rd in 10:26.60, a new PR by 22 seconds! *(Isabella Reyes, Isabella Coogan, Celine Fleurilus, and Haley Welgan)*

The 4x100 team finished 6th in 52.27 seconds, a new PR *(Jalynn Rockymore, Nicky Moss, Kim Clerjuste, and Vivicia Williams)*

The 4x400 team finished 6th in 4:30.51 *(Isabella Reyes, Nicky Moss, Celine Fleurilus, and Angelina Marquez)*

Here's our top 3 non-scoring athletes that set new PRs:

1. **Lilly Ash** - 800m (2:53.88, a new PR by 5.11 seconds)

2. **Angelina Marquez** - 400m (67.54, a new PR by 1.91 seconds)

3. **Nicky Moss** - 100m (13.16, a new PR by 0.60 seconds)
Boys:

Brandon Leacock - 1st in Discus (138' 6") and 1st in Shot Put (44' 11.75")

John Perez - 1st in the 3200m run (10:11.96, a season best by over 7 seconds)

Solomon Luther - 2nd in the 100m dash (11.38 seconds, a new PR by 0.38 seconds!) and 3rd in the 200m dash (23.57 seconds, a new PR)

Joe Bishop - 2nd in the 3200m run (10:12.39, a new PR by over 6 seconds)

Mike Jones - 2nd in 110m hurdles (17.55 seconds, a new PR) and 4th in 300m hurdles (45.11 seconds) and 5th in High Jump (5' 6", a new PR)

Daryan Jordan - 3rd in the 400m dash (52.38 seconds, a new PR) and 4th in High Jump (5' 8")

Jacob Maslanka - 3rd in Triple Jump (39' 3") and 6th in 110m hurdles (19.22 seconds) and 6th in 300m hurdles (45.69 seconds)

Virgil Luther - 3rd in the 110m hurdles (17.64 seconds, a new PR by almost 1 second!) and 8th in the 300m hurdles (46.43 seconds)

Brandon Jean-Pierre - 3rd in Discus (124' 3", a new PR by 11 feet!)

Marcus Telfort - 3rd in High Jump (5' 8")

Marcus Nelson - 5th in 110 hurdles (18.21 seconds)

Tyler Wadsworth - 5th in the 1600m run (4:56.95, a new PR by over 2 seconds)

Shevan Pearce - 6th in the 200m dash (24.29 seconds) and 8th in Triple Jump (37' 1"")

Brad Menzel - 6th in the 1600m run (4:59.48, a new PR by 3.5 seconds)

The 4x800 team finished 2nd in 8:28.83, a new PR by 3 seconds (Brad Menzel, Chase Chambers, Daryan Jordan, and John Perez)

The 4x400 team finished 6th in 3:39.82 (Daryan Jordan, Yuri Brady, BJ Washington, Marcus Telfort)

Here's our top 3 non-scoring athletes that set new PRs:

1. Davin Wadsworth - 800m (2:34.82, a new PR by 5.10 seconds)
2. Chris Effrem - 3200m (11:48.87, a new PR by 7.25 seconds)
3. Aaron Wesley - 100m (12.01, a new PR by 0.28 seconds)
Mckenzie Stewart
VolleyBall
State College Of Florida
"There is more treasure in books than in all the pirate's loot on Treasure Island."

-Walt Disney